
Buttons from shrink foil
Instructions No. 1473

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour

The cute buttons made of shrink foil do not look great only , but are also simply made.

Great buttons succeed so easily!
First choose a desired motif or download our free motif templates. 

Tip: The motif should be large enough, as the shrink film will shrink up to 50% later. 

The shrink film has a smooth and a rough side. Place the film in front of you so that the rough side is on top, because this is
the side that will be painted. Start by tracing the lines of the template with a pencil. When this is done, you can paint the motif
as you like.

Before the painted shrink film is put in the oven, the motif is cut out. 

Preheat your oven to 120 °C (top/bottom heat). The cut-out motif is placed on a baking tray covered with baking paper with
the painted side facing upwards. Don't worry, it is normal for the film to partially curve during the shrinking process. When it is
lying flat on the tray again, you can take the film out of the oven. 

Tip: It is possible that the film has small waves after shrinking. However, you can easily smooth them out again with an iron 

After the foil has shrunk, the last step comes. Now only is still attached to the back of brooch pins with a little double-sided
Adhesive tape .



Must Have

Shrink foil, 3 sheets

5,95 CHF
(1 m2 = 33,06 CHF)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/shrink-foil-3-sheets-a45182/


Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

567718-07 POSCA Brush PCF-350Black 1

567732-08 POSCA Marker PC-3MWhite 1

761482 Brush pen Koi Coloring Brush Set, 12 colours 1

761529 Koi Color Brush Dazzler 1

644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1

51163 Hot glue gun, 15-80 Watt 1

521802 VBS Silhouette scissors 1

Add to shopping cart
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